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Abstract

This article explores Arab-Islamic sulh (reconciliation) which is known to be rooted in religious (sectarian) and cultural dynamics, as well as tribal practices of the Arab societies. For this purpose, this article highlights the limitations of the conflict resolution approaches now in use as contextually unsuitable. It further draws attention to the continuing vitality of Arab-Islamic rituals of reconciliation sulh and identifies ways that mediators (US, UK UAE, and others) might benefit from an appraisal of such rituals. To counteract tribal experiences of disempowerment and temper the power-political undertones of the conflicts, mediators would consciously integrate principles and symbolic practices inherent in indigenous Middle Eastern reconciliation methodologies of sulh, alongside musalaha (settlement). Sulh exemplifies key Arab-Islamic cultural values that should be looked at figuratively and literally for insight into how to approach conflict resolution in the Saudi/Yemen armed conflicts. Therefore, as an alternative to the use of force, the sulh would be provisioned to leverage its capability to accommodate political interests that underpin the conflicts as well, with a view to effective resolution.
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1. Introduction

The Yemen armed conflicts are characterized by divergent regional power interests, aspirations for sectarian dominance, inopportune military involvement, and, to a certain extent, sheer disregard for reconciliation dynamics due to poor commitment toward peace initiatives.1 As experts and commentators foresaw and argued, the war in Yemen was doomed to fail from its onset for not being the suitable approach to resolving sectarian-cum-political crisis in Yemen.2 Consequently, the quest for the military option to the conflicts has suffered setbacks from the Houthis resilience and is evident in the continuing devastations resulting from hostilities that for years appear to defy the chosen option3 The conflicts have since escalated into a humanitarian crisis. With hundreds of thousands of civilians killed including children and women and more injured, the human cost and sufferings of the conflicts inform of the need for an alternative to the use of force in order to address the problems.4 These, coupled with the intensifying dimensions taken by the conflicts, have justified the imperatives for an alternative to using force to
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counteract such an extremist sectarian cum political crisis more than ever.5 More so, the quest for these alternatives a warranted by the fact that the militarized option used by the Saudi-led coalition in Yemen has compounded the economic, social, tribal, and sectarian crisis rather than solved them. Accordingly, non-military approaches and dialogue in the armed conflicts are considered to be long overdue for the resolution of the Yemen armed conflicts.

The article further discusses the need for an alternative to using of force in general to resolve the Yemen armed conflict. This is specifically based on ADR principles in the context of international law tailored towards resolving the Yemen armed conflict, which can be relevant to other Middle East armed conflicts such as Syrian and Iraqi as well. Accordingly, it examines an ADR process based on Islamic practice and procedure of sulh (reconciliation); practical relevance, and mechanism of implementation of the Islamic Arab-Islamic sulh to resolve an international armed conflict, based on the historical use case in Muslim state practice and procedure. It underscores the need for a regional body befitting the modern Middle East society under whose auspices such an ADR initiative would be led, to revive and entrench the Islamic culture of reconciliation in the communal life of middle eastern societies.

2. The Imperative for an Alternative to the Use of Force to Resolve the Conflict

A peaceful cessation of the conflicts will undoubtedly be beneficial to all actors in the conflicts and address the Houthis agitation, Yemeni economy and situation of its individual regions, interest involvement of Saudi, UAE, Iran and their sectarian undertone, western powers, and the question of terrorists in Yemen. More so, the devastating humanitarian crisis and health and economic emergencies in Yemen underline the imperatives for an urgent alternative.6 War weariness, the impact of economic costs comprising enormous sums spent on fighting the war, in addition to the internal dynamics due to the fall in oil revenues and the need to focus more on internal issues, are pointers that peaceful alternative to the war is justified on part Saudi Arabia. With economic woes more conspicuous on the part of Yemen, it is already difficult for the government to pay workers’ salaries and unable to import food and other needs, which results in the worst hunger cases in the country.7 Equally, learning from campaigns led by the US in Iraq and Afghanistan where, despite objective combat superiority, the struggles and engagements “recorded no articulable military victory,”8 the coalition is expected to have realized thus far the limits on the application of conventional combat power via national or international security setup to address a political cum sectarian crises involving non-state actors.9 It is therefore submitted that this has demonstrated the need to expand, rather than narrow, possible options to consider when confronting the crises.

Cognizant of the sectarian interest and its fragmented non-state actors, the Houthis, who are here to stay, are aware of the fact that Saudi Arabia and members of the coalition constitute the most viable donors that will be needed to reconstruct develop post-war Yemen in the long term.10 The conflicts have made the Saudi, Houthis, and, the Western superpowers realize that the resulting war is only turning the state of Yemen into an attractive breeding ground for terrorism and terrorists seemingly thwart their collective aim of eliminating the threat posed to the region by terrorist groups Daesh and Al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP).11

As a starting point to the quest for an alternative to the use of force, there is already the UN Security Council Resolution 2216, the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Transition Deal 2011, and resolutions of the Yemen National Dialogue Conference that could potentially lead to resolution of the conflicts save that modalities/procedure provided are no longer feasible.12 Accordingly, the requirement such as the Houthis leaving
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main cities and giving up their weapons to the government of President Hadi under the UNSC 2216 could have been possible in 2015 (when the resolution was made) but not today when the Houthis are too powerful and doing so appears just an unconditional surrender to them. So, the UNSC 2216 is no more to be a basis for the agreement. For the GCC Deal, was largely about Islah, the Yemeni Islamist party, the Houthis, and the ‘authorities’ from southern Yemen were essentially excluded from it. With the Houthis having no stake therein, it cannot be a basis for negotiation. The National Dialogue Conference can be revived and considered for this purpose only by signing and committing to a peace deal that can never be attained with the use of force. On the whole, with no end to the war in sight, and with the cost of the war being too enormous and its consequences too detrimental – resulting in humanitarian and economic woes that mean more suffering, all the ramifications of the use of force. The imperative to rethink the conflict has been realized by all actors, in their own respective interests. Thus, the intransigence in prosecuting the war certainly no longer pays, particularly on the part of the state actors, hence, there is no justification for the continuing conflicts. No resort has been made to the Sulh, a practice rooted in the customs, usages, and traditions of the people of the Islamic nations of the Middle East, to end the Yemen armed conflict.

3. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) to Resolve the Yemen Armed Conflict

Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) is a mechanism of dispute resolution that involves non-legislative and non-coercive methods to settle disputes or conflicts, be it concerning individuals, corporate entities, and whether at the national or international level.\(^\text{13}\) The term ADR is a technique of dispute resolution that has attained global prominence and relevance in this regard. ADR tools, comprising negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and reconciliation or conciliation, have been used in amiable techniques to varying degrees. These ADR techniques involve processes that are less formal, simpler, and shorter; more affordable and accessible than formal litigation. ADR are encouraged and increasingly recommended by courts and governments in civil matters globally as they lessen courts’ workload and have proven efficient alternatives to a burdened court system.\(^\text{14}\) ADR frameworks and tools have improved and grown continuously, enabling them to be considered viable options not only in litigable matters but also to ascertain issues in and settle ongoing conflicts of national and international significance.\(^\text{15}\) In terms of international armed conflicts, the United Nations is committed to the pacific settlement of disputes. Likewise, in armed conflicts, the same advocates for the use of ADR to bring the parties in conflict to a settlement table.\(^\text{16}\) ADR in this regard can be regarded as “soft law,” a quasi-legal mechanism with little or no legally binding framework which is often associated with transnational or international participants, comprising several of the UN resolutions and voluntary action plans.\(^\text{17}\)

In this regard, the principal ADR tool is mediation, often employed with a view to reconciliation among other solutions for conflict resolution.\(^\text{18}\) In mediation, an expert tries to bring together and facilitate disputing parties to resolve their dispute; the mediator does not propose solutions to the parties. Mediation, although a separate tool, is often viewed as an extension of negotiations, where parties select a party that is not directly involved in the dispute to resolve their dispute without invoking legal authorities.\(^\text{19}\) While it appears to turn a bilateral relationship into a tri-lateral one, it provides assurances for all sides concerned. Unlike a court action, the ADR process takes place outside the courtroom and can be binding or non-binding.\(^\text{20}\) In essence, the bottom line with regard to mediation in this regard is to attain reconciliation.
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\(^{19}\) Bercovitch, J., and Jackson, R. \textit{op cit.}, pp. 61-62.

Reconciliation is as old as human society itself, though contemporary processes of practical reconciliation take on special significance and prominence at the end of the Cold War. The term reconciliation, according to Kriesberg, refers generally to “the process of developing a mutual conciliatory accommodation between antagonistic or formerly antagonistic persons or groups. It often refers to a relatively amicable relationship, typically established after a rupture in the relationship involving one-sided or mutual infliction of extreme injury.” Literature reveals that reconciliation is both a means and an end. It is also a process as well as an outcome that is neutral politically and ideologically. To a certain extent, and depending on the subject in its purview, reconciliation can be transformative as well as conservative in orientation. In reconciliation as an ADR tool, unlike mediation, a reconciliatory has a direct role in arriving at a decision by the disputing parties; the reconciliatory leads the parties to a resolution of their dispute by suggesting solutions and alternatives to them.

The ADR provides a flexible, expedient, customizable, and cost-effective approach to dispute resolution. This flexibility enables the enlistment of all parties in the processes of determining issues and leading to the decision. With parties concurring on an agreed settlement, it renders ADR more suitable to address specific interests and abilities of the parties, which often go unrecognized in the war due to a seeming or assumed dominance or superiority of one party over the other. For cases with an international dimension, the flexibility of the ADR offsets disputing parties’ different laws, legal systems, and norms. The ADR allows parties to choose a mutually agreed venue and facilitator(s), with tailor-made processes suitable to all sides in a manner that international fora do not offer. Accordingly, in sectarian cum political conflicts where issues are often made ambiguous by inter-woven religious, political, and legal interests, the ADR’s customizability is especially handy, providing custom-made equivalents that address varying underlying issues in their appropriate context and perspectives.

As the preceding discussion points out, ADR has its advantages. ADR enables the identification of common interests and synergies to arrive at outcomes that suit all parties involved. Further, experts and proponents alike maintained that the stated features afford ADR greater intrinsic worth in terms of fulfilling parties’ needs and goals, coupled with higher satisfaction rates; a higher rate of compliance, and implementation of the settlement. In turn, these improve understanding between disputing parties, especially in conflicts that pertain to national interests where multiple parties, issues, and interests are often involved. In international conflicts, personal conviction embedded in ADR is one of the key motivators towards the implementation of a collective decision with a sense of accountability besides allowing a degree of confidentiality. Moreover, these mechanisms are considered particularly suitable for relations with neighboring states involved, where maintaining a good relationship is

29 Hadwiger, F. op cit., pp. 412-413.
particularly paramount post-conflict.32 The relative adaptability of the ADR tools also makes them accommodate the peculiarities of multiple stakeholders which is very important in cross-border conflicts. It enables state actors to determine “private” rules that would suit their needs and circumstances which potentially establishes compatibility when countries wish to create links to cooperate but face challenges from incompatible regulations and institutional norms or interests. Furthermore, ADR has the option to opt out of its processes at any time, which makes it a rather low-risk option.33

Notwithstanding the foregoing, ADR does have its drawbacks and limitations the fact that all its tools and process may not result in an agreement eventually. Besides, as a voluntary endeavor, cases in ADR may end up with no official “verdict.” In extreme cases, parties may choose not to apply certain terms that are agreed upon without being sanctioned or stopped in any way.34

4. The Islamic Sulh – the Concept, Process, Relevance and Legal Effect

In the preceding discussions, a general perspective of sulh is presented which underscores its cultural, tribal, and sectarian underpinnings. In this section, the research examines some dimensions of the sulh including its process, scope and legal effect in Islamic law (Shariah). The sectarian nature, application and practice of sulh is based on these dimensions. Authorities for sulh are derived from the holy Quran, Hadith and/or Sunnah (the sayings and practices of the Prophet), the two principal sources of Islamic law. In the first place, the holy Quran commands that “in case two sections of the believers fight each other, then make a sulh between them both... and make a sulh between them with justice” [Quran 49:9]. In another verse, the Quran declares “...whoever pardons and makes sulh, he is rewarded by God” [Quran 42:40], a clear exhortation to Muslims to forgive and reconcile in the face of conflict. In another place, the Quran declares that “…sulh is a good thing” [Quran 4:128]. In the hadith, the prophet said that Sulh or compromise is a necessary matter among the Muslims, except sulh to make halal for matters that are haram, or to make haram matters that are halal. In Islam, sulh and/or ‘reconciling people’ is regarded as one of the noblest acts of worship [Quran 4: 114]. According to Shariah (Islamic law), “the purpose of sulh is to end conflict and hostility among people so that they may conduct their relationships in peace and amity. For this purpose, sulh is considered a form of contract that is legally binding at whatever level, be it individual, community or, country levels.35

The Sulh is based on principles of salam or silm (peace), one of the foundational tenets of Islam, in addition to afiw (forgiveness), hubb or muwadda (love) and sabr (patience), which collectively constitute its baseline. Irrespective of the school of jurisprudence, Muslims believe that Islam is a religion of peace, and the application of Islamic principles can bring order, harmony and justice which are the cornerstone of the sulh.36 In Islam, it is believed that God sent all prophets to reconcile differences between people and make peace throughout the earth, a mission upon all Muslims.37

The concept of peace (salam or silm in Arabic in the context of holy Quran), is deeply rooted in Islam and begins from one of the exquisite names of God, As-Salam. Accordingly, all Quranic references to peace imply that peace, as a strong complement to justice, is the main premise in Islamic discourse.38 The concept of peace is wider in Islam than the restrictive connotation of the absence of war and is viewed as “a process in which human beings strive to establish foundations for interacting with each other - and with nature - in harmony and to institute just social, economic, and political structures where they can flourish and fulfill their potential.”39 In other words, peace suggests a positive state of security or safety which includes peace with God, nature, fellow humans and oneself, so as to ensure that an individual is “endowed with the necessary qualities to make peace an enduring reality, not only in the public sphere but also in the private domain.”40 As God calls believers to the “abode of

32 Paffenholz, T. op cit.
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peace” [Quran 10:25].\(^{41}\) peace is understood to actively ward off evils, destructions and disorder against a society, from inside or outside. The Quran thus exhorts Muslims “o ye who believe, enter ye into peace, one and all” [Quran 2:208].\(^{42}\) Muslims are urged, in their efforts to establish circumstances for durable peace, to consider fundamental Islamic principles and values.\(^{43}\)

Forgiveness (afuw) is an essential principle of Islamic reconciliation. Afuw is regarded as the basis for the sulh. Afuw in itself is an ihsan, an act of virtuousness by which Islam exhorts Muslims to pardon those that offended them in order to restore harmony in society. The holy Quran admonishes to forgiveness when it provides: “and let them forgive and overlook. Would you not like that Allah should forgive you?” [Qur’an, 24:22]. In another verse: “whosoever forgives and makes amends, his reward is upon Allah” [Qur’an, 42:40]. Also, a hadith of the prophet of Islam, prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), states that: “Whoever suffers an injury and forgives (the person responsible), Allah will raise his status to a higher degree and remove his sins.”\(^{44}\) Forgiveness is directly connected with the Islamic tenets of compassion (rahmah) and mercy (rahim), the twin principles that evoke in Muslims the sense of mercy and compassion towards all human beings, regardless of ethnicity, gender religion, and that they are to be sensitive of sufferings by other beings. In practice, these Islamic values had significantly influenced Muslims’ live adherents of other faiths.\(^{45}\) Accordingly, willful harm against fellow humans and torture are contradictory of Islamic teachings. So, forgiveness and its underlying values of compassion and mercy are often the inspiration for Muslims to be humane towards others in their relationships. These principles are brought to play in the sulh reconciliation to heal broken relationships.\(^{46}\)

Love is likewise another key Islamic principle of peacemaking that plays an important role in settling conflicts. Understood as coming from the God almighty, love is connected to peace, forgiveness, and mercy as a sign to reflect upon by humankind [Qur’an 30:21]. The essence of love in sulh is premised upon the Islamic belief that enmity can be transformed into love as a sign of the mercy of God. This underscores the importance of transforming hostile relations into ones of love and friendship. The Islamic conception of love guides Muslims in reconciliation efforts to attain peace and justice among parties in conflicts.\(^{47}\)

Patience (sabr), another central tenet of the Islamic sulh, is regarded as an antidote to violence and a virtue that underlies forgiveness. The Quran often exhorts Muslims to counsel towards patience; to be patient in their dealings with fellow human beings and when faced with violence or conflict [Quran 70:5, 74:7, 16:42]. Nonetheless, the Quran requires Muslims to act in the face of injustice, so the Islamic principles of patience is not to be equated with inaction. On the contrary, the Quran asks Muslims to strive and work for justice via nonviolent, active and creative means that would restore harmony among people and all of God’s creation [Quran 4:135, 5:8]. Contemporary Islamic jurists advocate that sabr is the antithesis of violence from an Islamic view.\(^{48}\) On the whole, in both theory and practice, the principles of justice, peace, love, compassion and forgiveness are central to the Islamic sulh for addressing all current or future conflicts. From a perspective, these principles are understood to be similar to ‘just peace’ in contemporary conflict management and resolution.\(^{49}\)

For practical purposes, the principles of the Islamic sulh are designed to inherently consider background conditions to ensure feasibility and ease of peacemaking. The principles provide political support and institutional and cultural adaptability that ensure parity of capacity among disputing parties. Thus, the sulh has a participatory design for a
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peacemaking process that is based upon assessed local needs and identified goals found in cultural and sectarian appeal with effective modern relevance. In addition, implementation of the *sulh* is assured by its capable outreach and selection of necessary stakeholders as well as evaluation of outcomes.

5. The *Sulh* ADR – Its Religious & Cultural Relevance to Middle Eastern Nations in Conflict

Armed conflicts where actors formulate and pursue explicit Islamist political aspirations are dramatically on the rise but extremely under-mediated. With only about eight percent of global armed conflicts classified as Islamist in the late 1980s, the proportion increased to 56 percent by 2013. The Monumental increase of Islamist armed conflicts has been noted, but without the corresponding link to the *Sulh* as a means of reconciliation to resolve them, shows that the conflicts are met with lower and decreasing efforts at mediation and reconciliation. The solution to the conflicts can be sought via techniques that are conceived in sectarian narratives of all actors who are known to be familiar with it by their cultural and sectarian convictions.

In considering an alternative, the nature of the interest leading to the conflict needs to be reckoned with. Despite being primarily political, the Yemen armed conflicts have rather tribal and sectarian issues at their core in addition to political or social dimensions. These necessitate that any selected alternative to provide the needed solution must be based on consideration of the historical, religious, cultural and social milieu of all the societies involved. It is submitted that both Saudi and Yemeni societies being Arab and Islamic, a cultural cum Islamic alternative that is rooted in the historical, religious, cultural and social settings of the societies is a worthy endeavor and needs to be accorded priority among other non-military alternatives to the use of force. In this regard, *sulh* is selected as a mediation alternative. Before going into *sulh*, its suitability as an option to resolve the conflicts will be evaluated.

The Yemen armed conflicts have an intangible element that may be hard to demarcate or separate from the seeming sectarian (religious) and political undertone of the conflicts, which underlies both. These are the culture and/or cultural identity of the parties blended in the sectarian adherences of the parties involved. Short of recognizing and addressing them, reconciliation has little or no chance of succeeding. In other words, for reconciliation or *Sulh* to succeed, the cultural identities and sectarian aspects of the parties must be first addressed. The sectarian elements transcend and define the *sunnī* and *shī'a* dichotomy among individual Yemenis and between the Saudi and Yemeni states. As for cultural identity, all are Arabs whose cultural identity has been diffused with Islam making them synonymous to a very large extent.

The culture of Arab societies stresses the high value of collective responsibility and commitment to the tribal group and family unit, which forms a firm basis for Arab identity and, to a certain extent, Arabism. Accordingly, culture and its influence deserve consideration to formulate workable solutions for conflicts that involve Arabs. Culture, in the words of Faure and Rubin, is “a totality of shared and enduring meanings, values, laws and beliefs that characterize national, ethnic and other tribal groups, and orient their behavior, manner and mannerism.” This includes all forms of social behavior and norms including the arts and language of a given society.

To a certain degree, the Yemen armed conflicts involve an identity struggle on the part of the Houthis among other Yemeni tribes. Identity is defined as “people’s collective need for dignity, recognition, safety, control, purpose, 
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and efficacy. Conflicts underpinned by identity interests bolstered by sectarian affiliations are very difficult to resolve. A third-party reconciliatory or mediator, acting as mediator/facilitator, is necessary to resolve it. It is accordingly fundamental that such a third party understands the identity, sectarian and other cultural dynamics of the people involved. The relevance of cultural and identity considerations cannot be overemphasized for the successful settlement of the Yemen armed conflict. This can be appropriately considered by an ADR process of sulh which comes due to backing from the cultural and religious convictions of the leading parties of the conflicts.

The Sulh (reconciliation) has been the Arab traditional way of conflict resolution that is rooted in traditional Arab cultures. Sulh is often made between families and tribes due to a dispute involving individual members which, by family and tribal ties, involves the whole family and/or tribespeople. Sulh is a process of peace or peacemaking is a longstanding tradition and praxis in Arab-Islamic culture. It is however practiced in traditional Arab society centuries before Islam in matters of family, community and tribes. In this regard, the sulh was premised upon the collective responsibility and commitment of a family or tribe towards each member, individually and collectively. Sulh was traditionally a ritual ceremony of forgiveness that seeks to preserve the reputation and honor of the family, community or tribe; prevents all members (including those that did not personally participate in the ritual as well as future generations) from breaking the terms, traditions or law of the Sulh.

Sulh was traditionally used in such disputes as ones that involve family honor, physical harm or killing. In arid areas and deserts, which is typical of many countries of the Arab/Middle east, the sulh is equally used in water disputes, for instance among the North African Berbers and the Arabian Peninsula Bedouins. “Both Berbers and Bedouin follow this Islamic practice of a ritual ceremony of forgiveness, which consists of private, often mediated negotiations of redress between the affected parties, followed by a public declaration of forgiveness and usually, a festive meal. Once the ceremony is performed, the dispute may not be discussed – it is as if it never occurred.” It is submitted that it is very important to understand the culture of a people and take the same into consideration for reconciling or mediating a dispute. This is because culture influences the people’s perception of the world and ascertains their relevant values in terms of religion, governance or politics, and social system, and thus helps the reconciliation process to reach suitable settlement or results. The process can fail if an intermediary is not conversant with the culture of the people on these sensitive factors and the identity dynamics of the parties to intermediate.

6. Need for Sulh Based Reconciliation in Settlement of the Yemen Armed Conflict

Keeping in mind Galtung’s argument, it is submitted that The Islamic concept of sulh was rooted in Arab cultural and traditional practices governing family, societal and political life. As a process of dialogue and consensus building, reconciliation combines mediation and negotiation in order to avail parties a more suitable approach to resolving the multifaceted Yemen armed conflicts – sectarian concern, identity significance and political interests in such a checkered context. For this purpose, a reconciliatory would identify all relevant parties needed at a negotiation table and decides on participants in the reconciliation process in consultation with the supposed participants. A conflict assessment would be conducted which involves the identification of major issues and concerns of the parties, with emphasis on ascertainment and making known the basis and motivation for the engagement as resolving the conflict. The process is voluntary. For this reason, it needs to be assured that the parties understand the need to participate, and confidence is built among the parties in the process by designing it
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as open and impartial. In this vein, equal and unhindered access would be ensured for the parties to relevant information so as to build and maintain parties’ and participants’ confidence in the process. This facilitates dialogue, helps generate practical options and comes to a consensus on the finest options as settlement terms that are acceptable to the parties. In practice, parties are more willing and capable of working towards mutual gain by ending hostilities on terms of settlement arrived at through this process. In this regard, given the antecedents of sulh in Arab society and the affiliation of the society to Islam, there is no alternative that is better for the resolution of the Yemen armed conflicts than the sulh reconciliation. For this fact, international conflict management and resolution organizations, stakeholders and practitioners alike have a moral obligation to understand sulh and reconsider their approach to the Middle East armed conflicts in general with a view to global peacebuilding.

Ordinarily, reconciliation in its origin has a religious flavor for which it is often regarded as a blandishment or soft word by many foreign and international professionals. This however has been contrasted to its notion by local scholars and experts where the term assumes legal and cultural significance. Regardless, sulh reconciliation is often relegated in professionals, academics, journalists and diplomats’ discourse in international relations when deliberating on deals for ending persistent crises such as the one between Palestinians and Israelis and restoring peace. Currently, diplomats and international peace delegates and advocates, whether under a multilateral scheme like the UN, national program, or inter-governmental initiatives, often work to halt the violence. Thereafter, a political deal is patched together to get adversaries and mediators through the short term, with optimism that certain events come along to resolve other issues in the conflict once and for all. This approach is problematic. By and large, contemporary focus on political issues and neglect of traditional peacemaking approaches have led to the avoidance of local issues that sustain and drive popular yet obstrinate sectarian and tribal conflicts. It is argued here that any conflict resolution plan that fails to address the cultural, tribal, sectarian, and psychological needs of victims or oppressed and oppressor can only bring about a superficial result in the resolution of sectarian and political conflicts. Accordingly, a suitable and practical approach to such persistent conflict as Yemen is one that aims for actual reconciliation of the peoples involved (Yemenis) and their nation, wherein the sectarian, tribal and political interests in the conflict are material to its resolution and this is where sulh fits in. In this regard, sulh needs be incorporated into the Middle East peacemaking process under the UN auspices.

7. Practice of Islamic Sulh - Antecedents in Modern Middle East for the Yemen Armed Conflict

Sulh is however not only a mediation practice; it is regarded as a binding contract in Islam that constituted a fundamental principle in the founding of the first Islamic community in the 7th century AD. This is where sulh led to and featured in the Constitution of Medina from 622 AD. Hitherto, various Arab tribes had fought and persecuted one another for dominance over territory, religion and economic gains. They were in massive turmoil. To restore peace, the prophet Muhammad formed a new peaceful city-state, the city of Medina, wherein the Constitution of Medina was instituted which provide equal protection, regardless of tribal differences, to all citizens. Precisely, the constitution affirmed the importance of respect and preservation of people’s lives as well as the peoples’ right to peaceful livelihood. Through sulh, Muhammad constituted the divided antagonistic tribes into a political community as unified citizens. So, besides being a mediation process, sulh is also a political vision. More broadly, it is a way of governing and living in Islamic nations.

Sulh is not entirely unprecedented in modern international relations and global peace-building initiatives. The Islamic sulh reconciliation has been applied to resolve international armed conflict. Sulh had been used to restore
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strained relations between Egypt and Israel in 1977 which led to ending a longstanding warfare that caused economic and emotional devastation to the two countries. Sadat An-war, then Egyptian president, committed governmental resources to the pursuit of sulh which extolled Islamic peacemaking and censured the war. Sadat ably depicted the pursuit of peace as a religious duty and the exploitation of war as unethical destruction. At the sulh reconciliation, Sadat declared in the first place his determination to “go to the end of the world” to end the war which invited trust and cooperation for peace. As a declaration by a state, it created a voluntary self-binding commitment to sulh and shifted Egyptians’ position from an enemy state to a friend and determined peacemaker. Secondly, Sadat’s narration about the losses Egypt experienced from the war and its previous records of peace pursuits invoked goodwill and credibility among stakeholders and augmented the sincerity of Egypt’s commitment which made it recognizable to the international peace vanguard, the Israeli political elites and the public. Last but not the least, Egypt acknowledged the grievances of Israel and its complicity in the conflict which created accountability and a requisite truce from the sulh. Both expressed their contrition and extended forgiveness to each other. The process was then completed with a ritual that sealed the reconciliation via handshakes and a collective meal. This sulh and the moves it encompassed collectively counteracted the “us versus them” positionality between the warring nations and reconstituted them as collaborative peace seekers. This sulh was regarded as a modern reflection of the tradition and practice of sulh in the context of international relations and diplomacy. It is however observed that this sulh had somewhat recorded success due only to the sole initiatives of the countries concerned. An implementation scheme or framework was inadequate, and an institutional neutral third-party enforcer, overseer, or monitor was desired but not established for such purpose.

8. Principles of Shariah for Sulh ADR Implantation under International Law

International law recognizes the use of ADR to resolve intranational and international conflicts, for instance under Articles 2(3) and 33(1) of the UN Charter. It is likewise in accordance with the Declaration on the Principles of Friendly Relations and Co-operation among states in accordance with the UN Charter and the Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes. Sulh reconciliation falls under these instruments and provisions as an adaptable ADR which has a religious conception but thus an international significance. Sulh reconciliation would involve an individual or group of individuals or an independent commission to act as a neutral third party who enjoys the trust and confidence of the disputants. The task of such reconciliatory is to investigate the conflict, and its underlying interest and propose a solution in consultation with the parties and for them. The reconciliatory shall enjoy in-depth independence aimed primarily at an amicable settlement through a final recommendation that is acceptable as well as binding (once accepted) by the parties. Under international law, reconciliation has been used in 1994 as part of efforts at intercommunal reconciliation in post-war Lebanon; in South Africa’s transition to democracy after the Apartheid era; in Ireland; Kosovo, and Bosnia among several other nations. In all these instances, third parties affected the cessation of hostilities and led peaceful reconciliations under various international instruments and programs. Accordingly, reconciliation in the ADR process under international law has been institutionalized for all conflict situations. A combination of dialogue, mediation and conciliation under international law as in the case of the stated countries evidently proved many benefits of reconciliation which include flexibility, expeditiousness and informality. For this reason, reconciliation is regarded under international law as the most effective pathway for cooperative parties to use for the resolution of their disputes, particularly disputes with interwoven political, economic and emotional devastation to the two countries.

73 Ibid., p. 235.
75 UN General Assembly Resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 Oct. 1970 and UN General Assembly Resolution 37/10 of 1982 respectively.
cultural and sectarian interests.\textsuperscript{80} It is observed that several disputes involving such interests have been settled through reconciliation in the past few decades.\textsuperscript{81} It should be noted that a number of international institutions including the UN have established rules and procedures for the use of ADR mechanisms, particularly reconciliation to resolve disputes and armed conflicts.

It is submitted that the \textit{sulh} reconciliation, though an Islamic-based practice of peacemaking, is a feasible and practical option under international likewise. The principles of peace, forgiveness and patience as espoused by the Islamic value for reconciliation are in line principles of humanitarian law. Therefore, for the practical adoption of Islamic \textit{sulh} in the Yemen armed conflict, a sincere commitment of the state actors is necessary for the reconstruction of the nations and the rehabilitation of non-state actors. This is also in line with conventional and Islamic international laws that govern relations of nation Islamic and non-Islamic nation-states. Moreover, relevant principles of reconciliation under international law and UN auspices can be applied to monitor the implementation of resolutions in support of ending the Yemen armed conflicts. Further, Galtung has argued that the concept of \textit{sulh} Islamic international law is complementary to the principles of reconciliation under conventional international and both can work mutually and conterminously.\textsuperscript{82}

As it is observed with reconciliation in conventional or secular settings, the Islamic faith-based \textit{sulh} is also contextualized to work between nations, Muslims and non-Muslims, and provides disputing parties with feelings of security and assurance by the neutral third parties that conduct the processes. The application of the principles of forgiveness and forbearance enables reaching a peaceful resolution through sequential adjustment towards each nation involved in \textit{sulh}. Islamic and conventional peace scholars support this approach which is often described as a “workshop approach” because “full, successful reconciliation between alienated groups cannot take place without an adequate degree of genuine dialogue and conflict analysis of a mutual, interactive nature.”\textsuperscript{83} In this regard, while reconciliation proceeds, attention is focused on the dynamics of relationships which promotes an all-inclusive and more holistic approach to peacemaking. According to Lederach, reconciliation in international relations is “proactive in seeking to create an encounter where nations can focus on their relationship and share their perceptions, feelings, and experiences with one another, with the goal of creating new perceptions and a new shared experience.”\textsuperscript{84} Such are the goals of the Arab-Islamic \textit{sulh} and the solution it provides for the management of armed conflicts between and/or among nations. However, to initiate, undertake and oversee the \textit{sulh} process in the context of the Yemen armed conflicts, a special regional body would be required.

9. Need for a \textit{Sulh} Implementing Body: The Place of the UN and International Law

It is submitted that - In practice, \textit{sulh} can be initiated by either of the warring sides or parties in dispute or a neutral third party on the invitation of either of the warring sides or the neutral third party’s own interest in peace and harmony. Given the current state of the conflicts between Saudi and Yemen, a third party is needed to initiate, undertake and monitor the \textit{sulh} process. This third-party is naturally the UN will establish a body for this specific purpose. The body can be designated as a commission on Reconciliation and peace or a regional Commission on middle east conflict resolution.\textsuperscript{85} Inspiration can be drawn from related regional institutions across the world and international instruments including Articles 2(3) and 33(1) of the UN Charter for the settlement of international disputes by peaceful means.\textsuperscript{86} In addition, this is also in accordance with the UN General Assembly Resolution


\textsuperscript{86} The UN had served, though unsuccessfully, as mediator in the Israel-Palestine dispute in 1948. There are other relevant international law instruments in this regard. For instance, the 2nd Hague Conference 1907 on the right of neutral states to acts as mediators in international
As the literature suggests, most peace initiatives failed in the Middle East due to the absence of such provisions attention and they need to be considered for Arab states to work within the framework of the UN system. Salient factors that underlie political interest and so deserve to be considered rather than overlooked via trivial attention and they need to be considered for Arab states to work within the framework of the UN system.

As the literature suggests, most peace initiatives failed in the Middle East due to the absence of such provisions within the framework coupled with an absence of an effective implementing body with requisite executive powers. However, it is also submitted that none of these authors considered the role of the Arabic Sult.

It is submitted that a regional body is needed for the Middle East that would bolster peace initiatives and ensure a conflict-free region or ensure a resolution of war without escalation. This body should comprise all nation-states in the Middle East and not necessarily Arab states. Moreover, unlike the current Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and Arab League whose scope of operations and mandates are somewhat limited, a purpose-specific new body with practical political, cultural and social mandates as well as powerful oversight and coordination over peacebuilding in the region, should be established. This is to foster peace and cooperation to counteract disputes; forestall conflict escalation and influence conflict-provoking nations in the region.

Regional institution building for peace, integration, and security, irrespective of sectarian idiosyncrasies, is premised on purposeful regionalism built on unified ideology and identity, of which the middle east appears to be ripened. As scholars often noted, the ME appears to provide grounds for engendering a regional institution for peace and unity with a view to regional integration. This is because of a variety of shared factors which include cultural values, religious belief systems as well as historical, social, and racial concord. Culturally, the region speaks Arabic, a single mutually intelligible language, which is the mother tongue of the majority of the population. In terms of religious or sectarian values, the people share an adherence to Sunni Islam. Indeed, the absence of an institution or body with the requisite power to wield controlling authority for reconciliation and supposed cohesion of the region has led to no regionalism. The Arab League remains one of the weakest yet due to its proven inability to play a desired role in the face of major economic, military, sectarian, and political crises in the region. It is submitted that in view of the foregoing, the body needed for sult in Yemen armed conflicts would be poised to counterbalance two particularly significant challenges facing institution building in the Middle East.

The first one relates to the connection between state-building and integration through the regional body. By dictate of history and the reality of the day, the fragmentation of the former Ottoman Empire has made the modern Arab

conflicts. Currently, there is Article 33 (1) of the UN Charter.
87 These are provided for by the Declaration on the Principles of Friendly Relations and Co-operation among states 1970 in accordance with the UN Charter and the Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes 1982.
94 Pinfar, op cit., pp. 2-3.
Cultural Arab societies to resolve conflicts. The consultation, negotiation, and arbitration among others. It is in this regard that societies commonly have varieties of informal and formal practices of conflict resolution which include consultation, negotiation, and arbitration among others. It is in this regard that sulh mechanism developed in cultural Arab societies to resolve conflicts. The sulh is a mechanism for reconciliation. With the advent of Islam in Arabia, this mechanism incorporates values of co-existence and mutual respect to live peacefully in a society. Besides its traditional and cultural antecedents, sulh is rooted in the Islamic notion of the concept which derives its principles and inspiration from the main Islamic law sources, namely the Qur’an, the hadith and the Sunna of the Prophet Muhammad. Its practice is also based thereon. Both the Quran and hadith embody all theological, governance, political, social and justice among other philosophies of Islamic law. Thus, sulh reflects and stands for the unique sectarian and political context as well as social traditions of Arabia in conflict management. As evident in scholarly works, given its Arab cultural and Islamic undertones, the nature of sulh naturally speaks volumes preferred mechanism to address Arab nations’ conflicts. However, scholarly and especially popular literature on the Middle East shows an apparent lack of extensive coverage of the topic while pursuing a modern conception of ADR or rather gives little regard to the scope and relevance of the original Arab-Islamic sulh. Available works of literature in this regard somewhat accord inadequate treatment of the subject of Islamic sulh in relation to addressing the current Middle east crises. Sulh has been practiced in the modern-day middle east at

10. Conclusion

It is practically observable that, as the principles of ADR indicate, for each community of people or nation, suitable mechanisms to resolve their conflicts depend on sectarian, cultural, and historical factors. Cultural and religious societies commonly have varieties of informal and formal practices of conflict resolution which include consultation, negotiation, and arbitration among others. It is in this regard that sulh mechanism developed in cultural Arab societies to resolve conflicts. The sulh is a mechanism for reconciliation. With the advent of Islam in Arabia, this mechanism incorporates values of co-existence and mutual respect to live peacefully in a society. Besides its traditional and cultural antecedents, sulh is rooted in the Islamic notion of the concept which derives its principles and inspiration from the main Islamic law sources, namely the Qur’an, the hadith and the Sunna of the Prophet Muhammad. Its practice is also based thereon. Both the Quran and hadith embody all theological, governance, political, social and justice among other philosophies of Islamic law. Thus, sulh reflects and stands for the unique sectarian and political context as well as social traditions of Arabia in conflict management. As evident in scholarly works, given its Arab cultural and Islamic undertones, the nature of sulh naturally speaks volumes preferred mechanism to address Arab nations’ conflicts. However, scholarly and especially popular literature on the Middle East shows an apparent lack of extensive coverage of the topic while pursuing a modern conception of ADR or rather gives little regard to the scope and relevance of the original Arab-Islamic sulh. Available works of literature in this regard somewhat accord inadequate treatment of the subject of Islamic sulh in relation to addressing the current Middle east crises. Sulh has been practiced in the modern-day middle east at


national and international levels as a mechanism of restorative justice and peacemaking. It worked with a certain degree of success. Moreover, for effective practice and implementation of sulh to address Yemen’s armed conflict, a special Middle east regional body under the auspices of the UN is needed. As a neutral third party, the body would see to the process and conduct of sulh and its due implementation via consensual terms in a practicable framework over the course of a timeframe.
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